a future
to build

together

A collective
commitment
Thanks to the commitment of each and every one
of its employees, and all of its stakeholders,
Orano is delivering solutions to address the energy
challenges of today and tomorrow, looking resolutely
forward to the future.
With the desire to make our company an environment
ţüãľãϰãŢãľũĢěãϰżěßłϰęã¾ěÿě÷ϰÿěϰŊüãÿľϰţĢľĐμϰöããēłϰ
engaged in a positive collective undertaking and
can develop personally through shared values.

Ambition to serve
the common good
üãϰ`ľ¾ěĢϰ÷ľĢŏĻϰÿłϰĢěãϰĢöϰŊüãϰēã¾ßÿě÷ϰĻē¾ũãľłϰÿěϰŊüãϰżãēßϰ
of nuclear materials, with worldwide reach, mastering
cutting-edge nuclear technologies, unwavering in its
attention to safety and security, and drawing strength
from its women and men recognized for their skills and
commitment, and their ability to overcome challenges.
As the planet faces climate, energy, economic and
health challenges, it is our role to offer answers while
amplifying and accelerating the Group’s development
of these past three years.
In this context, Orano has sought to build a renewed
strategic vision around its contribution to the production
of ēĢţϒÙ¾ľØĢěμϰľãłĢŏľÙãϒãöżÙÿãěŊϰãēãÙŊľÿÙÿŊũμ and to
meet society’s expectations in the area of environment
and health.

ϰŢÿłÿĢěϰ
öĢľϰÙľã¾Ŋÿě÷ϰ
Ţ¾ēŏãϰ
ţüÿēãϰęããŊÿě÷ϰ
Ŋüãϰěããßłϰ
ĢöϰłĢÙÿãŊũ
We have taken the time to formulate
our collective purpose and a set
of 2030 commitments that stem from it.
To achieve these, we will draw on our shared values.
We are proud to share them with you today.
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The major challenges of our century,
pillars of our purpose

To develop know-how
in the transformation
and control
of nuclear materials
for the climate,
for a healthy
and resourceãöżÙÿãěŊϰţĢľēßμ
now and tomorrow.

Importance of human and technological
skills, commitment to their development,
with a logic of continuous progress,
both internally at Orano and in
the regions and communities where
our business is present.
Group skills and priority placed
on the safety of facilities and
materials. These skills are not
limited to nuclear materials
alone, but extend to all activities
where the know-how acquired
on nuclear materials can make
a difference. Transformation
also refers to the Group’s ability
to reinvent itself.
The Group’s core business
is the fuel cycle, i.e. nuclear
materials from mining production
to recycling and dismantling.

A threefold commitment
to society: commitment
to the climate
through low-carbon
and competitive
energy, commitment
to the preservation
of resources and
commitment to health.

A commitment for
the present and future
generations.

Our commitments,
the proof of our determination

Our
unifying values,
embedded at all
levels

These commitments will inspire and drive us throughout
the coming decade.

Our Communities commitment

Our Climate commitment

Our Competencies commitment

Be engaged and
ƑĚƙƎūŠƙĿċŕĚŕūČîŕŕǋ
in our environment

Contribute
ƥūČîƑċūŠŠĚƭƥƑîŕĿƥǋ

Mobilize proud and
ČūŞŞĿƥƥĚēĚŞƎŕūǋĚĚƙɈ
ǅĺūĚŞċūēǋūƭƑƎƭƑƎūƙĚ

Relationships with our stakeholders are
all the more important as our activities
extend over the very long term, often
over many decades. It is Orano’s vocation
to be a committed and responsible actor
in the regions and communities where
our business is present, both for the
preservation of their environment and
their development.

It is the world’s number one
environmental challenge. Orano
is contributing by providing a solution
to climate change while reducing
its own carbon footprint.
EXAMPLE OF 2025 MARKER:
-40% reduction in our direct
and indirect carbon footprint,
compared to 2015*.

EXAMPLE OF 2025 MARKER:
80% of people living near our sites
have a positive view of Orano’s
action in their region.

The realization of this policy
commitment will be driven by the
women and men of Orano. The Group’s
objective is to develop the skills we
need for today and tomorrow in an
attractive, inclusive and innovative
environment.
EXAMPLE OF 2025 MARKER:
1,000 managers involved in
mentoring or tutoring actions.

¬îĲĚƥǋɠƙĚČƭƑĿƥǋɇ

no compromise, aim for the highest
standards.

ƭƙƥūŞĚƑƙîƥĿƙĲîČƥĿūŠɇ

listening, pragmatism, anticipation,
responsiveness, being proactive.

ūŠƥĿŠƭūƭƙĿŞƎƑūǄĚŞĚŠƥɇ

delegation, right to make mistakes,
initiative, creativity, results-oriented,
outward-looking, challenge-driven.

¤ĚƙƎĚČƥîŠēƎĚūƎŕĚēĚǄĚŕūƎŞĚŠƥɇ

listening, being demanding, caring,
respecting differences, professional
and personal development.

ūĺĚƙĿūŠîŠēƥĚîŞƙƎĿƑĿƥɇ

Our Customer growth commitment

Our Cash commitment

Innovate to preserve
resources and protect health

~ƎĚƑîƥĚĚĲǶČĿĚŠƥŕǋǅĺĿŕĚ
reducing our footprint

No company can develop without the trust
of its customers. Orano must continue to
meet the needs of its customers, present
and future, with innovative products and
services, while at the same time meeting
society’s demands in the environmental and
ęãßÿÙ¾ēϰżãēßłλ
EXAMPLE OF 2025 MARKER:
creation of a sustainable resourcesaving or health-related activity.

cooperation, transparency, problem
solving, teamwork.

/ƥĺĿČƙɈƥƑîŠƙƎîƑĚŠČǋ
îŠēēĿîŕūĳƭĚɇ

Orano is convinced that there cannot
be sustainable economic performance
¾ěßϰĻľĢżŊ¾ØÿēÿŊũϰţÿŊüĢŏŊϰľãßŏÙÿě÷ϰ
its environmental footprint.

information and dialogue more
accessible to our internal and
external stakeholders and more
explicit on sensitive perceptions.

EXAMPLE OF 2025 MARKER:
-10% of non-recycled waste
produced versus 2019.
* 2015 was the reference year for the National LowCarbon Strategy (SNBC in French) for compliance
with the Paris Agreement.

• the Executive Committee
• 1,300 managers and employees
• and more than 130 external stakeholders.
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ZĢěϒÙĢěŊľ¾ÙŊŏ¾ēϰßĢÙŏęãěŊϰϒϰ&ěãľ÷ũϰÿłϰĢŏľϰöŏŊŏľãμϰł¾ŢãϰÿŊϰπ

In 2020, the Group launched
a co-construction process around the Group’s
purpose and roadmap, involving:

